In a standard transform coding scheme of images or video, the decoder can be implemented by a table-lookup technique without the explicit use of an inverse transformation. In this new decoding method, each received code index of a transform coe cient addresses a particular codebook to fetch a component code vector that resembles the basis vector of the linear transformation. The output image is then reconstructed by summing a small number of non-zero component code vectors. With a set of well-designed codebooks, this new decoder can exploit the correlation among the quantized transform coe cients to achieve better rate-distortion performance than the conventional decoding method. An iterative algorithm for designing a set of locally optimal codebooks from a training set of images is presented. We demonstrate that this new idea can be applied to decode improved quality pictures from the bit stream generated from a standard encoding scheme of still images or video, while the complexity is low enough to justify practical implementation.
Introduction
In the past, most research studies on video compression have focused on the joint design of both the encoder and the decoder with the goal of optimizing the performance of the entire system subject only to a constraint on the available capacity of the channel. However, the expanding usage of video codecs coupled with the establishment of coding standards in recent years makes it less likely that today's system designer would have the freedom to jointly design the encoder and the decoder. From the perspective of decoder design, the performance of the system is constrained by an existing encoder which generates the bit stream and cannot be modi ed by the designer of the decoder. Therefore, e ectively designing the decoder under these constraints is a distinctive and important task worthy of special consideration.
To understand this decoding problem, we shall look at the role of the decoder in a compression system as the interface between the channel and the output video display device 1]. While the encoder translates the source video signal into a bit stream and transmits it over a channel, the decoder interprets the bit stream. Similar to the interpretation of human language, a particular bit stream could be interpreted by the decoder in a non-unique fashion, but some interpretations will result in perceptually good quality video, while others may not.
Suppose an encoder produces the binary codeword for a nite duration input signal x. The optimal decoder is one which generates the minimum distortion estimate of x given . In other words, the objective of the decoder design is to solve the minimization problem min x Efd(x;x)j g; (1) where d( ; ) is an appropriate distortion measure, andx is the output signal reconstructed from the codeword . For the well-known mean squared error distortion measure, the optimal decoder reproduces the video signalx as the conditional expectation E xj ].
Since the set of admissible values of consists of those attainable permutations of 0's and 1's that can be produced by the encoder and transmitted on the channel, the optimal decoder could in principle be implemented by a lookup table addressed by , or equivalently, by an index corresponding to . The content of the table is the set of best representative output video signals corresponding to the permissible values of . Notice that such an optimal decoder is the decoder of a vector quantizer 2] whose codebook contains the representative video signals.
In practice, it is di cult or impossible to implement the optimal decoder because the size of the codebook grows exponentially with the bit rate of the codeword . Therefore some structures are usually employed at the decoder to synthesize the output video signal from instead of storing every possible output video signal in memory. These structures impose extra constraints on the attainable set of output video signals, resulting in suboptimal performance in general. An example is the structure consisting of inverse quantization followed by inverse transformation in transform coding.
In this paper, we investigate the decoding problem for transform coding. First, in the following section, we will examine the model of transform coding. Then we will introduce an additive vector decoding structure which is potentially capable of decoding enhanced quality images. An algorithm for designing the codebooks of the additive vector decoder will be developed in section 4. Finally, we apply the additive vector decoding scheme to an industrial coding standard based on the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). Simulation results and analysis of the implementation complexity will be presented in Section 5.
Transform Coding
Transform coding has recently become the heart of several industry standards for image and video compression. In particular, the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is adopted in the JPEG image coding standard, the MPEG video coding standard, the ITU-T (formerly CCITT) H.261 and H.263 recommendations for visual telephony, and many other commercially available compression systems based on some variations of these standard transform coding schemes. The purpose of this work is to investigate a vector decoding technique for reconstructing enhanced quality pictures from the compressed bit stream produced by a standard transform encoder. This enhanced decoding technique inherits the table-lookup philosophy of the optimal block decoding scheme while employing a summation structure to ease the codebook storage complexity. Details of this enhanced decoding technique are given in the following sections. First of all, let us examine the model of conventional transform coding.
Transform coding is a block-based image compression technique in which the input image is partitioned into xed-size small blocks and each block of pixels is quantized independently. In a typical transform encoder, an input image block, x, is transformed by a linear operation T at the encoder into a set of transform coe cients. Each transform coe cient, y k (k = 1; : : :; K), is encoded independently by a distinct scalar quantizer to generate an index I k . The indices are then losslessly entropy encoded to generate a binary string of bits which are transmitted to the decoder.
In this paper, we shall assume that the channel is error-free so that the decoder receives the same string of bits produced by the encoder. Figure 1 shows the model of a conventional decoder of transform coding. For each image block encoded by the encoder, an ordered set of indices I 1 ; : : :; I K ] are extracted from the corresponding binary codeword received by the decoder, and each index I k in this set is independently decoded into a quantized transform coe cientŷ k . The set of quantized transform coe cients are then converted into the output image blockx by the inverse transformation T ?1 . The image is reconstructed by tiling the output image blocks on the same grid as the block partitioning at the encoder. To achieve a high compression ratio, most of the transform coe cients are coarsely quantized at the encoder. Coarse quantization of the transform coe cients results in various artifacts in the decoded image, including loss of detail, introduction of noise, and blockiness. Methods for reducing the block-artifacts in transform coding of images have been extensively studied 3] 4] 5]. However, these enhancement techniques proposed for transform decoders mitigate the block-artifacts only in smooth areas of the image, and are based on the conventional transform decoding model. We have not found any literature prior to our work on changing the basic structure of the decoder to minimize the amount of quantization noise in the decoded image.
Vector Decoding with a Summation Structure
From the theory of transform coding, we know that the image block reconstructed by a conventional transform decoder can be formulated as the weighted sum of the basis vectors of the transformation (see for example 6]), which isx (2) where fT 1 ; : : :; T K g are the basis vectors of the transformation, and fq k (i) : i = 1; : : :; M k g denotes the set of possible quantization levels of the quantizer Q k . Notice that each term in equation (2) is a vector valued function of a discrete variable I k . Thereforê x can be generated as a sum of code vectors by the construction
where
This formulation of transform coding belongs to the class of summation product codes in the literature of vector quantization 7] 8]. Instead of using an inverse transformation with scalar decoding, the conventional transform decoder can be equivalently implemented by a bank of K lookup tables and a summation as shown in the schematic of Fig. 2 , where each index I k of an image block addresses a particular table (codebook) C k to fetch the code vector C (0) k (I k ) to be summed. Compared to the conventional decoding structure that decodes the quantized transform coe cients and performs inverse transformation, the table-lookup structure of Fig. 2 is a one-step process which skips the transform domain and generates the spatial domain components of the output image block directly from the indices, hence allows more freedom in the design of the decoder. The equivalent conventional decoder formulated above is only a special case in which a set of trivial codebooks de ned by equation (4) are employed. In general we may use an arbitrary set of codebooks. Of course, if we pick the codebooks randomly, there is no guarantee on the performance of the decoder and it is likely that the resulting decoder will produce random noise rather than a good quality reproduction of the original image. However, with a set of well-designed codebooks that t the statistics of the input images, such an additive vector decoding structure is potentially capable of decoding images with lower distortion than that decoded by the inverse transformation method. Conceptually the inverse transform in the conventional decoder is a linear operation on the quantized transform coe cients, whereas the vector decoder with a set of non-trivial codebooks is a nonlinear operation in which the output image block is nonlinearly \interpolated" from a small number of non-zero quantized transform coe cients. For this reason, such an enhanced decoder is sometimes referred as a nonlinear interpolative decoder 9] 10]. Combined decoding and estimation has been studied more extensively in the context of generalized vector quantization. 11] An overlapped block decoding technique 12] can be easily applied to this vector decoding scheme to improve its performance by exploiting the statistical dependency among the indices in neighboring blocks. A schematic of this lapped vector decoder is shown in Fig. 3 . The rst part of this lapped vector decoder is the same as the summation vector decoding scheme described above, except that the code vectors C k (I k ) have higher dimension than the basis vectors of the transformation so that
covers an area that extends beyond the input image block x into its neighborhood. The image is reconstructed by overlapping the bu ered output blocks and summing the corresponding elements of the blocks in the overlapped regions. For the rest of this paper, we will consider this more general summation vector decoding structure with overlapping blocks. An algorithm for designing a set of locally optimal codebooks from a set of training images will be developed in the following section.
Codebook Design
Given a xed transform encoder, we want to design a set of codebooks fC 1 ; : : :; C K g that optimize the performance of the vector decoder of Fig. 3 , where C k = fC k (i) : i = 1; : : :; M k g. For mathematical tractability, we use the mean squared error of the block of pixels, de ned as
to measure the distortion of the decoded images. Although this distortion measure may not exactly match a model of human perception, it is closely related to the general perceptual quality of the coded image, and therefore can be used to guide the codebook design algorithm. This is veri ed by the experimental results presented in a later section.
Let us de ne the neighborhood N x of an input block x as a particular subset of blocks associated with x in the input image. An example is shown in Fig. 5 where the neighborhood of an input block x is the set consisting of the block x and all the 8 blocks adjacent to x in the input image. Notice that neighborhoods are symmetric in general, i.e., a block x 1 is in N x 2 if and only if x 2 is in N x 1 .
This symmetry property is assumed throughout this paper. We also assume that the neighborhood of a block x does not vary with the location of x in the image, therefore a spatially invariant set of ordered pairs = f(m; n) : x (m;n) 2 N x g can be de ned, where x (m;n) denote the input vector m blocks to the right and n blocks below the current input vector x. (Note that x (0;0) x.)
For each code vector C k (i), a set of partial code vectors fC k;(m;n) (i) : (m; n) 2 g can be de ned such that each partial code vector has the same dimension as the input vector, and the elements of C k;(m;n) (i) are the contributions of C k (i) to the reconstruction of the block of pixels at coordinate (?m; ?n) relative to the current input vector from which the index i is generated. An example of the construction of partial code vectors is illustrated in Fig. 6 for the 9-block neighborhood of Fig. 5 . In this diagram, each block in the gure represents one partial code vector C k;(m;n) (i) where m; n 2 f?1; 0; 1g. The heavily shaded region represents elements of C k;(m;n) (i) inherited from C k (i), whereas the lightly shaded region represents elements of C k;(m;n) that are de ned as zero.
With the partial code vectors so de ned, a block of pixels in the output image at the same spatial coordinates as the original block x in the input image is reconstructed aŝ
where x (m;n) is the block at coordinate (m; n) relative to x in the input image, and I k (x (m;n) ) is the index encoded from the k-th transform coe cient of x (m;n) . Thus designing the codebooks fC 1 ; : : :; C K g is equivalent to designing a set of partial codebooks fC k;(m;n) : k = 1; : : :; K; (m; n) 2 g where C k;(m;n) = fC k;(m;n) (i) : i = 1; : : :M k g. Notice that a partial codebook can be considered as a mapping from a nite set of integers to the K-dimensional vector space. The codebook design problem is to nd the mappings fC (m;n) ( ) : (m; n) 2 g to minimize the distortion (8) subject to the structural constraint on the partial code vectors. 
Theorem 1 Necessary Condition for Optimality:
For every k 2 f1; : : :; Kg and for every (m; n) 2 , the optimal partial code vectors of the codebook C k;(m;n) are C k;(m;n) (i) = (m;n) E g k;(m;n) (N x ) j I k (x (m;n) ) = i] for i = 1; : : :; M k (11) where (m;n) is a masking operator that sets selected elements of the vector to zero according to the structural constraint on the partial code vector C k;(m;n) (i).
This theorem basically means that the best partial code vector to use at the decoder is the coditional expectation of g k;(m;n) given that the k-th index received for the block is i. Notice that g k;(m;n) is a function of the input image block x's neighborhood. Therefore the conditional expectation in equation (11) (12) where V = fvg is the set of input blocks extracted from the training images; R k;(m;n) (i) = fv : v 2 V; I k (v (m;n) ) = ig; and j j denotes the number of vectors in the set.
Hence an iterative codebook design algorithm can be developed from the above theorem: Starting from any initial con guration, we can iteratively apply equation (12) The training images used to design the codebooks crucially a ects the performance of the decoder. In general, a large training set with a large variety of images assures robust performance for images outside the training set. However, if it is know a prior that the decoder is used only to decode a particular class of images, e.g., head-and-shoulder images, the performance of the decoder can be boosted by using only training images that belongs to the class. Typically, a zig-zag scanning scheme is applied to order the elements of the two dimensional array of DCT coe cients into a one-dimensional sequence fy 0 ; : : :; y K?1 g where K = P 2 . The DC coe cient y 0 is coded independently with su ciently high resolution while the AC coe cients fy 1 ; : : :; y K g are quantized with uniform step sizes de ned by a xed weighting table w k : k = 1; : : :; K and a quantizer scale q such that the step size for the k-th transform coe cient is g k = qw k : (16) The weighting table determines the relative importances of the DCT coe cients while the quantizer scale is used to adjust the compression ratio. For this class of DCT coding schemes, an input image block can be modeled as the vector sum of a DC component and an AC component which are coded separately. Thus we may assume that the transform coding is applied only on the AC component, so that the input to the transform coder, x, is the mean-removed image block. The separately quantized DC component (mean) is added to the decoded AC component at the output of the transform decoder. A prominent example of this class of transform coding schemes is the JPEG baseline coding algorithm in which a quantization table completely speci es the step sizes of the quantizers. The number of bits generated by the JPEG algorithm for a particular image is determined by the image, the quantization table, and the Hu man tables. However, the currently most popular strategy for adjusting the compression ratio of a JPEG coder is to scale all the entries in the quantization table by the same factor so that the relative weightings of the transform coe cients are constant while the step sizes of the quantizers vary 16]. Another example of DCT coding is the MPEG Intraframe coding scheme where the quantizer scale may vary from one block to another to control the number of bits generated from each block.
With the quantizer step sizes de ned by equation (16) , the quantized transform coe cients are determined byŷ k = qw k Round y k qw k : (17) Since the DCT is a linear process, the AC component of the output image block can therefore be written asx
where Q denotes the operation of DCT coding with quantizer scale equal to one, and x denotes the AC component of the input image block. This equation shows that varying the quantizer scale is equivalent to preprocessing the input image block to change the contrast (AC amplitude) of the pixel variations by a factor of q before applying the DCT coding with unit quantizer scale. The constrast of the image block is restored at the decoder by multiplying the scaling factor q to the decoded AC component. Hence the lapped additive vector decoding structure discussed above can be applied to this class of DCT coding scheme by incorporating a scaling factor as shown in Fig. 4 . Here, the output block is reconstructed as
where fI 1 ; : : :; I K g are the AC indices of the block.
Ideally, for each quantizer scale value, a distinct codebook that is tailored to the statistics of the images coded at that quantizer scale value should be used. In practice, however, if the codebook is designed from training images that contain a large enough variety of scenes, a single codebook can be used for a wide range of quantizer scales values above one. This is because training vectors derived from natural images have a wide range of AC magnitude, therefore the same training set can represent the statistics of a wide range of quantizer scale values. We will demonstrate, with the following computer simulation experiments, that the codebooks designed for unit quantizer scale can also operate with a range of quantizer scales, for most practical purpose.
Results
Computer simulations were conducted to study the vector decoding method for images compressed with 8 8 DCT at low to medium bit rate (0.25 to 0.5 bit per pixel) where objectionable distortion can be easily found in the pictures conventionally decoded with inverse DCT. In the experiments, we use the JPEG encoder with the weighting table shown in in Table 1 , which is based on the relative weighting of the DCT coe cients in the quantization table suggested by JPEG for luminance images. The actual quantization table for each experiment is obtained by scaling this weighting matrix by the quantizer scale q.
A set of codebooks with code vector dimension equal to 14 14 (3-pixel extension on each side of an 8 8 block) were designed using the iterative algorithm given in the Appendix. The training set was composed of 20 luminance images containing a large variety of scenes. Figure 7 shows the change in distortion during the codebook design procedure in which the codebooks were re ned in cycles of 63 iterations along the zig-zag scan. In each iteration, the codebook corresponding to one DCT coe cient was updated. The mean squared error (MSE) converges to 81 % of the initial value in 4 cycles ( = 0:005), corresponding to a 0.9 dB gain in SNR. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 display respectively the DCT basis vector (2,2) and a code vector in the corresponding codebook designed by the iterative algorithm. The elements in these displayed vectors are normalized and o set by a constant gray level (128). Notice the noise like high frequency \correction" components in the code vector of Fig. 9 .
The vector decoder is tested with images Lenna and Boat which are outside the training set. Table 2 lists the Peak SNR values of the images decoded respectively by the conventional decoder (IDCT) and the vector decoder for quantizer scales ranging from 1 to 3. The bit rates in bits per pixel (bpp) are also listed in the table for reference. Fig. 10, Fig. 11 , and Fig. 12 show a selected portion of the original Boat, Boat decoded by the conventional decoder, and Boat decoded by the vector decoder respectively (both zoomed 2 times by pixel repetition). The images are coded with unit quantizer scale. The corresponding results for Lenna with quantizer scale equal to 1.5 are shown in Figures 13, 14 and 15 .
The images reconstructed by the vector decoder not only have higher SNR values, but also have better perceptual quality compared with those reconstructed by the conventional decoder. We can see that there is less blockiness, or staircase e ect, and less mosquito noise along the edges. These improvements resulted from exploiting both the intrablock and interblock correlations among the quantized transform coe cients.
Computational Complexity
There are two phases in the conventional decoding method: regeneration of the quantized DCT coe cients and computation of the inverse DCT. While one multiplication is required to regenerate each non-zero quantized transform coe cient from its code index, the inverse DCT of an 8 A simple heuristic can be incorporated in the design of the codebooks to allow the images to be reconstructed by the additive vector decoder with fewer additions. For each DCT coe cient there is a quantizer index that represents the amplitude level zero. We call the corresponding code vectors zero-code vectors. Instead of using the conditional expectation in equation (11) to update the zerocode vectors, we assign the null vector to them. In other words, the elements of the zero-code vectors are de ned as zero. With this constraint on the zero-code vectors, the average distortion still decreases monotonically in the codebook design algorithm since the remaining code vectors are still being optimally selected at each iteration. Moreover, this constraint does not signi cantly deteriorate the performance of the vector decoder since the zero-code vectors usually bear very little information.
With this modi cation, the zero-code vectors can be excluded from the summation in equation (19), and the additive vector decoder sums up only the non-zero code vectors. As a result, the number of additions are reduced to only rB additions for each 8 8 image block. Since a large fraction of the DCT coe cients are quantized to zero, therefore r is usually a small number. Table 3 shows the average computational complexities per 8 8 block for decoding the test images Lenna and Boat by the additive vector decoder in the experiments of Section 5.1. In the calculations of the complexities, we did not count the blocks that do not contain any non-zero quantized AC coe cients, since these DC blocks can be trivially decoded. Comparing with the inverse DCT decoder, the vector decoder could decode an image with fewer multiplications but slightly more additions.
The numbers of additions in Table 3 are based on code vector dimension 14 14 (B = 196) . If the rate-distortion performance advantage of using overlapping output blocks is sacri ced by decreasing the dimension of the code vectors, fewer additions will be required. In the case of nonoverlapping output blocks, B = 8 8 = 64, the number of additions can be reduced to 33 % of those shown in Table 3 . Then the overall computational complexity will be less than that of the inverse DCT decoder, while the average rate-distortion performance of the vector decoder will still be at least as good as the inverse DCT decoder. Moreover, notice that as the bit rate decreases, there are fewer non-zero quantized DCT coe cients, hence fewer additions are required.
Codebook Storage
In the vector decoder of gure 3, there are a total of M = P K k=1 M k possible code vectors, where M k is the range of the index I k . Assuming that the input image has a resolution of 8 bits per pixel, it can be easily derived from the de nition of the DCT in equation (14) , that the number of di erent quantization levels for the DCT coe cient y uv of an 8 8 where step(x) = x for x 0, step(x) = 0 for x < 0, and q uv is the quantizer step size for y uv . The constants w u , w v are de ned in equation (14) . For the weighting matrix given in Table 1 , there are a total of 1733 possible code vectors. However it is not necessary to store every possible code vector. Since the probability distribution of the DCT coe cients are biased, a large percentage of the code vectors have practically zero probability of occurrence. We noticed that more than 60% of the possible code vectors are never addressed by the training images during the codebook design procedure. These \zero-probability" code vectors can be omitted from the codebook storage without deteriorating the performance of the decoder. Furthermore, it is trivial to see that the decoder does not need to store the zero-code vectors, leading to a further reduction in codebook storage. Based on these observations, we found that only 627 code vectors needed to be stored. Each code vector has 14 14 = 196 elements, and a 12-bit scaled integer was used to represent each element. Hence the total amount of memory required for codebook storage is 184 Kbytes, which can be implemented easily in either software or hardware.
In the experiments of Section 5.1 with the test images Lenna and Boat, the zero-probability code vectors were never addressed. For some rare images, however, the encoder may encounter input image blocks that do not conform to the statistics of the training images, and generates indices that address the zero-probability code vectors. In these cases, we can generate on-line the scaled DCT basis vectors de ned in equation (4) to use as the code vectors.
Conclusion
We have investigated a vector decoding technique with a summation structure for reconstructing improved quality pictures from the bit streams generated by a standard transform encoder. A set of well-designed codebooks is crucial for good performance of the vector decoder. An iterative algorithm is developed for designing a set of locally optimal codebooks from a training set of representative images. With the codebooks designed by this algorithm, computer simulations demonstrated that the vector decoder reconstructs low bit rate coded images with not only higher SNR, but also better perceptual quality. In particular, there is less blockiness and less mosquito noise along the edges in the decoded pictures. We have also shown that the vector decoder can be implemented with reasonably low complexity of computation and of codebook storage; hence it can be bene cially included in a practical system that uses standard transform coding for image or video compression. 
